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A Baby Between Them (Mills & Boon Intrigue)-Alice Sharpe 2014-01-27 From the moment Ella Baxter
vanishes, Seattle cop Simon Task knows it's up to him to bring her home. Especially once he learns she's
pregnant with his child.
A Baby Between Them-Winnie Griggs 2012-06-01 For two months, Nora Murphy has cared for the
abandoned infant she found on their Boston–bound ship. Settled now in Faith Glen, Nora tells herself she's
happy. She has little Grace, and a good job as housekeeper to Sheriff Cameron Long. She doesn't need
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anything more – not the big family she always wanted, or Cam's love.... A traumatic childhood closed Cam
off to any dreams of family life. Yet somehow his lovely housekeeper and her child have opened his heart
again. When the unthinkable occurs, it will take all their faith to reach a new future together.
A Baby Between Friends-Kathie Denosky 2013-07 "This edition published by arrangement with Harlequin
Books S.A."--T.p. verso.
A Baby Between Them-Alice Sharpe 2010-02-01 From the moment Ella Baxter vanishes, Seattle cop Simon
Task knows it's up to him to bring her home. Especially once he learns she's pregnant with his child. Now,
charging through the danger that shadows her and reminding her of their intensely passionate shared
past is all that matters. As they follow cryptic clues to learn why she is being targeted, Simon senses there
are things Ella would rather not remember. Still, getting her to trust him when she can't even remember
him is a challenge he's up for. Breaking the news to her that she's pregnant may not be quite as easy….
A Baby Between Them-C.J. Carmichael 2011-10-17 It happened one night… Aidan Wythe and Rae Cordell
had one incredible night together—just before Aidan transferred Rae, his star VP, to Pittsburgh. Now,
more than eight months later, Aidan arrives on Summer Island to spend his vacation. But instead of the
empty house he's expecting, Aidan finds Rae. He's even more shocked to see that she's pregnant—with his
child! Rae never planned on children. She's decided on adoption for her baby, but Aidan's reappearance in
her life makes her question that decision. And Aidan? He has to question his feelings about everything
now—the woman, the baby, his future. Whatever happens, things won't be the same when he and Rae
leave the island….
Hope Mills; Or, Between Friend and Sweetheart-Amanda M. Douglas 2019-11-27 "Hope Mills; Or,
Between Friend and Sweetheart" by Amanda M. Douglas. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ea-baby-between-them-mills-boon-love-inspired-historical-irish-brides-book-3
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readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Aesthetics and the Cinematic Narrative-Michael Peter Bolus 2019-08-26 Since the inception of cinema in
the late nineteenth century, filmmakers have employed a wide array of precursory aesthetic strategies in
the conception and creation of their disparate works. The existence of these traditional antecedents have
afforded filmmakers a diverse range of technical and artistic applications towards the construction of their
respective cinematic narratives. Furthermore, the socio-political and cultural contexts in which films are
conceived often inform the manner in which particular aesthetic sensibilities are selected and deployed.
‘Aesthetics and the Cinematic Narrative’ provides a concise historical survey of Aesthetics as a practical
philosophical discipline and applies several of its underlying principles to the examination of filmic
storytelling.
The Victorian Working Class-P. E. Razzell 2016-06-17 In 1849, the Morning Chronicle, a leading Victorian
newspaper, embarked on a social investigation of working class life in England and Wales. Set in the
immediate context of concern over Chartism and the cholera epidemic, its intention was to provide a full
and detailed description of the moral, intellectual, material and physical condition of the industrial poor.
First published in 1973, this book reflects through the survey the highly complex nature of nineteenthcentury social structure throughout England and South Wales, covering descriptions of contrasting
political orientations, work and leisure patterns, sex and family, education and religion. In doing so, it
provides a classic introduction to the social structures of the working class during the nineteenth century.
This book will be of interest to those studying Victorian history and sociology.
The Drakon Baby Bargain-Tara Pammi 2017-06-01 A deal sealed with passion! Illegitimate and overlooked,
Eleni, Princess of Drakon, yearns for a family. At a masquerade ball, one stolen kiss with a stranger sparks
an opportunity! Gabriel Marquez wants her to care for his child—could this be Eleni's chance to strike a
deal of her own? Gabriel, Drakon's biggest investor, is shocked by Eleni's bold bargaining…but a
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convenient marriage would be advantageous to them both! He'll gain a stand-in mother for his daughter,
and Eleni the baby she longs for. Except Gabriel hasn't predicted the fire raging between them…one
which will bind them together forever!
A Baby Between Them-C. J. Carmichael 2006 Aidan Wythe and Rae Cordell had one incredible night
together -- just before Aidan transferred Rae, his star VP, to Pittsburgh. Now, more than eight months
later, Aidan arrives on Summer Island to spend his vacation. But instead of the empty house he's
expecting, Aidan finds Rae. He's even more shocked to see that she's pregnant -- with his child! Rae never
planned on children. She's decided on adoption for her baby, but Aidan's reappearance in her life makes
her question that decision. And Aidan? He has to question his feelings about everything now -- the woman,
the baby, his future. Whatever happens, things won't be the same when he and Rae leave the island....
A Baby for the Village Doctor-Abigail Gordon 2009-06-01 Dr. Georgina Adams is expecting her baby very
soon. What she doesn't expect is for the baby's father to arrive first! After what happened between her
and her ex-husband, handsome surgeon Ben Allardyce, Georgina escaped to the idyllic sanctuary of
Willowmere. Now Ben has sought her out, and is stunned to realize Georgina is pregnant--the result of a
moment of comfort between them seven months ago. He's not about to leave her or his child when they
need him most. Ben is determined to make Georgina his beautiful spring bride all over again, if only he
can convince her that their marriage truly is meant to be....
Christmas Baby for the Billionaire-Donna Alward 2019-10-01 A stolen fling… An unexpected Christmas
gift! In this South Shore Billionaires story, tycoon Jeremy’s world is upended upon discovering his summer
romance with resort manager Tori Sharpe left her pregnant! He’s better suited to brokering deals than
bringing up babies, yet seeing Tori carrying his child awakens a fierce longing for the family he never had.
Can a magical New York Christmas convince Tori there’s room in his high-octane life for her and their
baby? South Shore Billionaires trilogy Book 1 — Christmas Baby for the Billionaire Look out for the next
book, coming soon “…the chemistry between them felt real and it sparkled…I was glued until the end…. I
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will happily read more from this author and recommend it to the Romance enthusiasts! Not one to miss!”
— Goodreads on Summer Escape with the Tycoon “Secret Millionaire for the Surrogate is the first Donna
Alward book I’ve read but it certainly won’t be the last. The unique story line combined with interesting,
likeable characters will have you hooked from page one.” — Goodreads
A Baby of His Own-Jennifer Taylor 2016-10-01 "I would have loved to watch our baby growing inside
you…" Connor Mackenzie was the love of nurse Lucy Adams's life. But when it came to a choice between
her or his glittering pediatric career, Connor chose the job. And then she discovered she was pregnant. He
didn't know about the baby, and Lucy didn't tell him. Now Connor is back. Lucy still doesn't know the real
reason why he left. She doesn't know how much it cost him—or how much he's missed her. And she
doesn't know how determined he is to be a father to their child.
The Venetian One-Night Baby-Melanie Milburne 2019-01-21 It was a sizzling encounter... Then a baby
binds them forever! A hotel booking mix-up in Venice means wedding dress designer Sabrina Midhurst
must share a room with her nemesis: wealthy, brooding businessman Max Firbank. It's infuriating - until
an unexpected night of passion awakens a need Sabrina didn't even know was possible! They've always
battled their super-charged attraction, so when Sabrina confesses she's pregnant, she's stunned by Max's
demand: that she wear his ring!
Pregnant with the Billionaire's Baby-Carole Mortimer 2009-07-01 Jacob "Sin" Sinclair's one night with
prim Luccy ended with an unexpected twist: she left him in the early hours of the morning, without a
word! Luccy was overawed by the sinful billionaire's luxury penthouse. Her cheeks still burn when she
thinks of how she succumbed to one night of exquisite pleasure. But her shame is only heightened when
she discovers she's expecting Sin's baby! Sin wastes no time in tracking her down. The Sinclair heir,
inheritor to his billions, will not be illegitimate!
The Baby Deal (Mills & Boon Desire) (Billionaires and Babies, Book 37)-Kat Cantrell 2013-08-01 When
billionaire Michael Shaylen becomes guardian to a baby boy, he turns to his ex-lover, Juliana Cane. He
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makes her a deal: two months to teach him to be a father and he’ll give her career a boost.
A Baby Between Them/The Proper Wife-Winnie Griggs 2020-05-18 Opening their hearts... A Baby Between
Them For two months, Nora Murphy has cared for the abandoned infant she found on their Boston-bound
ship. Settled now in Faith Glen, Nora tells herself she’s happy. She has little Grace, and a good job as
housekeeper to Sheriff Cameron Long. Cam has also closed himself off to dreams of a family. When the
unthinkable occurs, it will take all their faith to reach a new future together. The Proper Wife Eli Reynolds
knows what he wants in a wife, and flighty Sadie Lassiter couldn’t be further from the mark. For one
thing, he has his nine-year-old sister’s welfare to consider. But when bad weather strands Eli and Sadie
together, he sees a new side to her character. Her faith is true, and she’s filled with humour and
sweetness. Could Eli take a chance on happiness and take Sadie as his bride? Mills & Boon Love Inspired
Historical — Heartfelt stories that show that faith, forgiveness and hope have the power to lift spirits and
change lives.
One Heir...Or Two? (Mills & Boon Desire) (Billionaires and Babies, Book 77)-Yvonne Lindsay 2016-11-01
Will the billionaire dad wed the surrogate mom? Find out with USA TODAY bestselling author Yvonne
Lindsay!
Hollywood Baby Affair-Anna Depalo 2017-06-01 A fake relationship leads to a real pregnancy! Only from
USA TODAY bestselling author Anna DePalo! To protect her reputation in a dog–eat–dog town, actress
Chiara Feran needs a fake fling fast! Turning to her latest movie's stuntman, Rick Serenghetti, seems like
a sure thing. But in Hollywood, things – and stuntmen – are never what they seem. Rick is actually a
wealthy movie producer who stunts for kicks. And boy, is he intrigued by this latest role! But he gets more
than he bargained for as the line between fantasy and reality blurs. Soon, a very real baby is on the way.
Could a marriage proposal be far behind?
The Army Doc's Baby Bombshell-Sue Mackay 2016-12-01 From one night...to baby surprise! Surviving a
bomb blast together led to an explosive night of passion between army docs Cooper Daniels and Sophie
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Ingram. But the next day Cooper shipped out, leaving Sophie with a lasting reminder of their desire!
Cooper hasn't been able to forget Sophie, but commitment isn't an option for this lone wolf. So when the
army throws them back together, her baby secret stuns him! The captain will give anything to protect his
new family...but can he offer Sophie his heart?
The Midwife's Longed-For Baby (Mills & Boon Medical) (Yoxburgh Park Hospital)-Caroline Anderson
2017-09-01 A marriage worth fighting for Obstetrician Nick Jarvis and midwife Liv had the perfect
marriage – until not conceiving the baby they ached for tore them apart.
His Brother's Baby (Mills & Boon Vintage Cherish)-Laurie Campbell 2014-02-28 HER BABY
Project-Heidi Betts 2014-01-01 USA TODAY bestselling author Heidi Betts continues her Project: Passion
series with a runaway bride's big baby secret! Handbag designer Juliet Zaccaro should be walking down
the aisle, so why is she running out of the church instead? Because she just found out she's pregnant, and
not by her cruel, distant fiancé! Now it's up to private investigator Reid McCormack to bring her home.
But once he finds her, he'll make sure she doesn't go back to her fiancé–especially since the baby she's
carrying might just be Reid's! Even as Juliet denies their explosive chemistry, can Reid convince her that
there's more between them than a baby bump?
Miracle Baby for the Midwife-Tina Beckett 2020-01-20 A night like no other…a miracle she’s dreamed of!
Knowing she may never have children isn’t easy for midwife Carly Eliston. But devoting her life to helping
other mothers realise that dream is fulfillment enough. Until she begins working alongside sexy
neurosurgeon Adem Kepler! The cautious yet charismatic bachelor challenges Carly to let her hair down.
But one night of amazing passion later, Carly’s in for a miraculous shock — she’s carrying Adem’s baby!
Mills & Boon Medical – Dedicated professionals find escape, passion, comfort and love – in each other’s
arms!
The Doctors' Baby Miracle-Tina Beckett 2018-03-01 Losing a baby tore them apart...can having another
reunite them? Losing their daughter left doctors Tucker and Kady heartbroken, and when Tucker couldn't
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face trying for another child, it left their marriage in pieces. Meeting again at a medical event, they find
their memories are reawakened – along with their scorching chemistry! But Kady still longs for a
baby...and Tucker must finally face his fears if he's to find happiness with her again...
A Baby Between Them-C. J. Carmichael 2006 Aidan Wythe and Rae Cordell had one incredible night
together -- just before Aidan transferred Rae, his star VP, to Pittsburgh. Now, more than eight months
later, Aidan arrives on Summer Island to spend his vacation. But instead of the empty house he's
expecting, Aidan finds Rae. He's even more shocked to see that she's pregnant -- with his child! Rae never
planned on children. She's decided on adoption for her baby, but Aidan's reappearance in her life makes
her question that decision. And Aidan? He has to question his feelings about everything now -- the woman,
the baby, his future. Whatever happens, things won't be the same when he and Rae leave the island....
INHERITING HIS SECRET CHRISTMAS BABY-Heidi Betts 2019-10-01 Trevor Jarrod enjoys his hobbies,
works hard and ends his days with liquor and music. All he needs now is a beautiful woman. Then one day,
as he revels in his bachelorhood, he receives a Christmas present—a baby son! Trevor requests a DNA test
and asks Haylie, who is raising the child, her late sister’s, to live with him until they get the results. Haylie
was distrustful of Trevor before they met, but she imagines she is safe living with him. After all, she’s the
opposite of her flashy sister, so there’s no way anything could happen between them, right?
On the Air with Milli Mills-Milli Mills 2012-06-20 This book depicts the ups and downs, ins and outs of
surviving and sustaining a solid place in the radio broadcasting industry from a female minority
perspective. It reflects how a middle aged, old school female radio personality is faced with the reality of
the diminishing era of the straight laced, articulate radio announcer-type personality to the dawning of the
thriving new surreal type radio air personality and 'celebrities-turned-radio air personalities' that
dominate the radio air waves in today's society. See how Milli states her claim in the field of broadcasting
in the 21st century where ipods and podcasting share a prominent place in this industry. Witness the
challenges and obstacles Milli is faced with in the early stages of her career as a double minority such as
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being reared in a poverty stricken community with very little opportunity for achieving goals and dreams.
Milli reinvents herself time and time again through determination, strong-will, and self-motivation to
discover her strength in the area of teaching and community service!
W. C. Fields from Burlesque and Vaudeville to Broadway-Arthur Frank Wertheim 2014-12-17 A virtuoso
comedian, W. C. Fields is often called a comic genius and legendary iconoclast who gave the gift of
laughter to multitudes during his epoch and left a legacy of humor for future generations. Using the newly
opened W. C. Fields Papers at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Library, this
groundbreaking book explores how he became a comedian during his lesser known stage career from
1898 to 1930 - years of hardship and exaltation that had a major influence on his comedy and
characterizations in his films. The volume also uncovers new knowledge about Fields's traumatic private
life and complex personality, revealing an aggrieved artist whose emotional anguish found refuge in his
poignant comedy about life's frustrations and the human condition.
Baby for Keeps-Janice Maynard 2014-06-01 A woman and baby walk into a bar… It might sound like a
joke, but saloon owner Dylan Kavanagh knows it's all too serious. Struggling single mom Mia Larin needs
him. She helped him when they were young, and the bachelor meant to do everything in his power to
protect Mia and her child. Giving her a job and a room under his own roof are easy. Keeping it all about
business isn't… Dylan is a successful, eligible catch, but are Mia's feelings just a case of hero worship? Or
will she still need him, still want him, once her circumstances change? Be sure to read other scandalous
stories from The Kavanaghs of Silver Glen series by Janice Maynard, only from Harlequin® Desire! A
NOT-SO-INNNOCENT SEDUCTION CHRISTMAS IN THE BILLIONAIRE'S BED
Reckless 2-Keisha Ervin 2014-09-01 After everything Farrah's been through, it's safe to say things are
finally going her way. Her company, Glam Squad, has skyrocketed, and her career as a celebrity stylist
has taken off faster than she can keep up. Partnering with her best friend London, she has styled and done
makeup for multiple celebrities. The unstoppable duo is working hard and getting paid! On the personal
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side, Farrah is happier than ever. Despite everything Mills put her through, she made the right choice
when she decided to give him a second chance. Mills has made up for all the lying and sneaking around he
did behind her back, and he treats her like a queen. After months of bliss, he has made Farrah's dreams
come true by asking her to marry him. On top of the world, Farrah is busy planning her wedding.
Unbeknownst to her, however, Mills has been keeping a dark secret that will destroy everything if she
finds out. Mills has been giving his ex-girlfriend Jade money to keep her quiet and take care of the baby
she claims is his. He plans on taking a paternity test, but his busy schedule keeps getting in the way. In
the meantime, he is doing everything in his power to keep Farrah from finding out he's cheated.
Everything comes crashing down when Farrah finds out about what Mills has been up to, but she gives in
to his begging and goes through with the wedding. Once they're married, things just keep getting worse
as Mills keeps putting off the paternity test. He's been seeing a lot more of Jade and baby Jaysin, who
looks a lot like Mills. Farrah, feeling confused and betrayed, decides to focus on her career. While on a
business trip to Paris, she finds herself falling for a rapper named J.R. She still loves Mills, but after what
he did to her, she's not sure their marriage will last. People always say you can't help who you love, but
what happens when love gets all tangled up and no one seems to know how to set it straight? Will true
love prevail, or will it break under all the lies?
The Guide to Trade- 1842
BABY AND THE BOSS-Kim Lawrence 2017-07-01 Nia works as a secretary. On her first day, the new boss,
Jake, makes a remark about her red hair, as if it was a bad thing! Since then, she has always felt a wall
between them, which is especially painful because he is extremely attractive. One day, she is called into
work by Jake, who says he hears something in the office. To their surprise, they find a baby! It seems like
Jake’s twin brother, Josh, has left the son of his late wife with the two of them and vanished. They must
look after the baby while trying to find Josh. So, what’s going to happen to Nia’s love life?
Paul Robeson-Martin Duberman 2014-08-12 The remarkable life of Paul Robeson, quintessential Harlem
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Renaissance man: scholar, all-American, actor, activist, and firebrand Born the son of an ex-slave in New
Jersey in 1898, Paul Robeson, endowed with multiple gifts, seemed destined for fame. In his youth, he was
as tenacious in the classroom as he was on the football field. After graduating from Rutgers with high
honors, he went on to earn a law degree at Columbia. Soon after, he began a stage and film career that
made him one of the country’s most celebrated figures. But it was not to last. Robeson became
increasingly vocal about defending black civil rights and criticizing Western imperialism, and his radical
views ran counter to the country’s evermore conservative posture. During the McCarthy period, Robeson’s
passport was lifted, he was denounced as a traitor, and his career was destroyed. Yet he refused to bow.
His powerful and tragic story is emblematic of the major themes of twentieth-century history. Martin
Duberman’s exhaustive biography is the result of years of research and interviews, and paints a portrait
worthy of its incredible subject and his improbable story. Duberman uses primary documents to take us
deep into Robeson’s life, giving Robeson the due that he so richly deserves.
Nae Mammie's Kisses-Mhairi Pyott 2013-09 Nae Mammie's Kisses is a moving story, which will have the
reader both laughing and crying while journeying through life with Maggie. Orphaned when she was ten
years old, then separated from her brothers. Maggie's is a remarkable journey through life, as she fights
against poverty, Scottish hypocrisy and the cruel hardship of Victorian standards, sustained only by her
dreams of family love and togetherness. Nae Mammie's Kisses is a well-researched and accurate reflection
of the social history of Maggie's time.
The Traffic in Babies-Karen A. Balcom 2011-12-15 Between 1930 and the mid-1970s, several thousand
Canadian-born children were adopted by families in the United States. At times, adopting across the
border was a strategy used to deliberately avoid professional oversight and take advantage of varying
levels of regulation across states and provinces. The Traffic in Babies traces the efforts of Canadian and
American child welfare leaders—with intermittent support from immigration officials, politicians, police,
and criminal prosecutors—to build bridges between disconnected jurisdictions and control the flow of
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babies across the Canada-U.S. border. Karen A. Balcom details the dramatic and sometimes tragic history
of cross-border adoptions—from the Ideal Maternity Home case and the Alberta Babies-for-Export scandal
to trans-racial adoptions of Aboriginal children. Exploring how and why babies were moved across
borders, The Traffic in Babies is a fascinating look at how social workers and other policy makers tried to
find the birth mothers, adopted children, and adoptive parents who disappeared into the spaces between
child welfare and immigration laws in Canada and the United States.
Second to None: From 1865 to the present-Ruth Barnes Moynihan 1993-01-01 "Here are women who are
shapers of history, as well as its victims. In diaries, letters, speeches, songs, petitions, essays,
photographs, and cartoons they describe, rejoice, exhort, complain, advertise, and joke, revealing women's
role as community builders in every time and locale and registering their emergence into the public
spheres of political, social, and economic life. The documents also demonstrate the value of gender
analysis, for women's differences--in age, race, sexual orientation, class, geographical or ethnic origin,
abilities or disabilities, and values--are shown to be as important as their commonalities."--Book cover.
Their Newborn Gift-Nikki Logan 2010-06-01 When Lea became accidentally pregnant she decided that she
would go it alone. Rodeo star Reilly wasn't the sort of man who'd want to be tied down. But five years later
she needs to tell him her secret…. Learning he's a daddy is bittersweet for Reilly, because his little girl is
fighting to survive. Her only hope is a new brother or sister. Can he and Lea create a newborn
miracle—and a future together?
THE BEST MAN'S BABY-Debra D'Arcy 2020-05-23 Wedding planner Skye is shaking at the unexpected
reunion between her and her ex, Nick, who is the best man at a wedding she’s in charge of. Four years
ago, she left him without a word and it’s unlikely that he’s forgiven her for that. Just saying his name
makes her heart ache even now… Then the next day, too many flowers and chocolates to hold are
delivered to her workplace. Is this some sort of game he’s playing to try to get her back for being the one
person he couldn’t control? But she can’t let him find out the real reason why she left him…
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Violent Partners-Linda G. Mills 2009-09-29 In this groundbreaking book, Linda Mills?feminist, scholar,
activist, and survivor?challenges the prevailing orthodoxies and maps out a plan to change domestic abuse
treatment programs. Drawing on case studies and research from her abuse prevention programs, Mills
reveals that intimate abuse is far more complex than we realize, and develops a program for healing that
engages everyone caught up in a violent dynamic. Essential reading for therapists, couples, public health
experts, and members of the criminal justice system, Violent Partners outlines a breakthrough approach to
a major social problem.
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